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The following Technical Note descriptive cf a Variable Speed Fan

-meter, was prepared under the supervision of the Automotive Po~er

Plant Section of the lhxsau of Starximds,

Subccrmittee on Power plants for Aircrtit

mittee for Aerona-aticsfor publication.

and submitted through the

to the National Advisory Ccxn-

J?snbr&es are widely used as abscrptiun dymemcmeters in testing

internal cmbustion enginee because they are comparatively single, in-

expensive, ad flexible. They kave, howaver, the disadvantage that a

given fan will run at only one speed when the engine is delivering

full power, that speed being determined by the size, proportions, and

amironment of the fan, and the density of the air. In order to be

able LO vary the speed at which a given power will be absorbed, IMglish

manufacturers have fcr scme time been using a cylifirical housing around

the fan with ona or two variable openings in the periphery. The tests

here reported

the Bureau of

cb%ained with

5tolcanba

were undertaken by tke Automotive Power Plant Seotion of

Standards to determine how great a range of speed can be

s-~cha device. The tests made show that a power ratio of

obtained, power ratio being defined as the ratio of tile

power absorbed by the fan at a given speed with the outlet open to tke
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power absorbed at the same speed with the outlet closed. $inoe the power

absorbed by the fan varies as the oube of the speed at which it runs,

the speed ratio (defined similarly to power ratio) obtainable with such

a fan ia

of the fan

of 2 to 1.

3
r’5 or 1.?. The iata s~ow that improvement in

brdze caamake the speed ratio app’oaoh but not

The meaning of’the terms power ratto and speed

the design

exceed a value

ratio is more

clearly seen from the diagram.

Data of the B. F. Sturtev~t Canpany show that che power ratio of a

CentrifUg&l blwer , which is essentially the same as a fea br~e, is in-

dependent of the speed and s~.zeof the blower, depending only upon its

shape and proportions, am it is suppoeed that this is also true of fan “

brskee.

A brief outline of preti,ouswork on fen brakes, desoriptim of the

e~erimental apparatus and methods used in the tests, and a m~re de-

tailed statement of results are given below.

---- ---- -

It has often been shown experhnentally that for a given fan brake,

the relation of power (hp) to speed (1?}is expressed by an eqxaticn of i

the form
hp . ~.O

The constant k in this equation depends u~on the size, proportion, and

envirozznentof the fan end the density of the air. In order to obtain

another desired re~ation of speed to horsepower, one or mare of the

quantities controlling tiieconstant kmust be varied. Control of air

density invdvas suoh elaborate a~aratua as to be discazkle+iat once.

Control of size of fan generally necessitates stop~ing the engine in or-

der to get a different constant, yet this method ‘isused to a consid-
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e=able extent in commercial engine testing In spite of 3*s ZnOonvenisnce,

.

which are given in the S.A.E. Ikndbook, Vol. H, p. 4!5. it is possible to

design a device tiich will change the diameter of the fan blades or the

sngle at which they strike the a~.rwithout stoppi~- the engine, bat such a

device is necessarily rather ccmplex, an3rcay be found unmited to high-

szeed work. Fans of this t~e sre, nevertheless, used by several French

mgine manufacturers. By elimination, it is seen that the control of

fan environment is tie simplest @ easiest method of controlling the

horsepower-speed relation of tha fan. Morgaa and Wood (see bibliography,

item 6) give sane data on the influence of the environment of a fan on

its horsepower-speed relation. !l!he~give diagrams showing ‘he effect of

a wall in the vicitity of a fan and the effact of putting a square b=

around the f=, Concerning reproducibility of results, they point out

that ordinary weathar changes may sffeot the power absorbed by the fsa

by as much as X$, an.1~ress the opinion that a fan brake is c?flittle

use in exact scientific tests @ess sane mesns of maasuring the torque

i% used in conjunction with it.

Although English manufacturers have long beerzusing the method of

altering the environnant, they are not knom to have published aQY in-

formation showing the remge of speed control available. Henoe, these

experiments were undertaken with a vtew to anewerhg the following twc

(1) ‘J/hatrange of speed control is obtainable with a fan brake?
(2). Given the rated horsepower ani speed of m engine, what is

the diameter of fan brake necessery in order to obtain
Ccmplete tests of pGwer vs. speed?
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The general.prooeduz8 of the experiment&l work was to mount a two-

bl~ed paddle-wheel fan on a small electric dynemmeter, build a CYl-

imirical housing around it, the tilet and outlet OS whioh were of Con-

trollable.area, end measure simultsaeous values of speed and horsepower

w~th tiifferent sizes of inlet and gutlet. This gave suffioient data to

determine the speed anl Fewer ratios obtainable by opening and closing

the outlet, and the size of inlet for maximun speed control.

The fan consisted of two sqwxre pieces of 3 nEU (l/E”)

inun about 28 cm (lln) on ea~ side, bolted to a steel m

(3/s” x 3“) by means of steel angles. The diameter of the

sheet dum-

10nznx76mm

fan meas-

ured frun tip to t3.pof the blades (the nominal diameter) was 1.1 meters

(44”). The proportions of the fen br~e are shown in Fig. 1, whioh is

a section through the f~ blades looking toward the inlet and of the

brake.

tom

arOund

The two ends of @e housing were sawed

and groove pi’n and a 45 om (18n) strip

the per5.pheryof the ends canpletal the

out of slabs of cleated

of galvsuxizediron nailed

fan brdse except for the
,

sliding shutter. The estimated maxisma cost of suoh a fan brake in

J=usry, 192U, labor inolwded, is $25.00.

The fan brake was mounted on a 50 horsepower Spragw electric dyna-

mometer. Data for horsepower-speed curves were taken

ters of S6 om, 50 cm and 40 cm (26, 2Q e@d 16 inches)

with inlet closed, the circwnferential outlet opening

steps of 2 inches up to 30 inches (76 cm) open for each

inlet. The outlet recovered about 75° of the periphery

when the circumferential opening was 76 om (Xl inohes).

with inlet diame-

respectively, and

being changed by

settiingof the

of the ?lOusing

Readings of

static air pressure in the ho@ng and air velocity through the outlet
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were also taken with a view to establishing a reasonable basis fcr the

computation of tne horsepower necessary to drive a fan brake of different

prcporticns frcm the one tested, but no satisfactory formulas.were obtaiued.

Plot 2 shows the experimental horsepower-speed cumes for the fan

brake tested,

of the fan in

served points

plotted on the same sheet with a horsepmves-epeed curve

free air and curvss of several well-known motors. The ob-

are shown in circles ~ dotted lines indicate extrapola-

*iolL The shpe of the lines is 3.0; this differs frcm sane other ob-

servers~ results by as much as 0.1. The horizontal distanw between

curves B and C, measured with a logarithmic scale, is the speed ratio of

the fan brake. For the brake tested the speed rat~o was 1.7. The hori- ‘

zcntell.distance between curves A ami C gives the maximun spee~ ra%io tha% ‘

cGuld be obtained by my improvements in the desi~ of the fan brake.

It will be

horsepower

obtainable

the power

ratgo, cr

dependent

that the

range of

ccmplete

a speeci

great a

Curve D

}

.

1

ri

s]

il

noticed that A cuts the MOO r.p.m. line at about the s~e

that C cuts the 2000 r,p.m. line, so the maximun speed ratio

is 2!to 1. The vertical distauce between the two lines gives

~’atioof the fan brake, and is naturally the cube of the speed

5 tG ~. Since the lines are parallel, the speed ratio is in-

of the speed at whioh the fan is run. This means, of course,

speed raw3e is greater at higher speeds. At 300 hp, a speed

L6W r.p.m. is available, whioh is more than enough to take a

Full-throttle run on a 300 hp Hispeno-Suiza engine. At 1S hp$

wge of only 650 r.p.a. is available, ani this is not quite as

peed range as is usually used in running tests on Ford motors.

e a typical full-throttle 3ord motor curve. Waile the charab-

teristics of a fan

at low, it must be

brake give it greater speed range at high speed than

very carefully built in cmier to be run with safety
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over 1500 r.p.m. Plot 3 shcws in hbavy

at 100C r.p.m. against fan diameter for

15nes the cvrves

Sturtevmt Steel

Of hm Sepower

E2ate blowers

plotted frcm data given in thair catalogue No. 234. Thase ourves in-

dicate that for fam of d-iff%“ent di.aneterhaving other dimensions lro-

portiona3 to the dizmeters, the power absorbed by the fan varies about

as the fifth sower of the dianetx , since the SIOPSS of the curves =e

5.3 ami 5.1 reepectimly. The faot that the lines fur Sturtavant blow-

ers open and closed. are parallel} shows that the speed and power ratios

are independent of size of fen, and it is aesuned for the purposeas of

this work that this is also tm for fea brakes. The dotted lines are

for the type of fen brake shown in ZSg. 1. WPA iS ham through one

obsariredpoint w$th a 81ope of 5 to 1. They can be usad to determine

the size of fsm required to run a test on a given engim povided an

approximate horsepower-speed m~ve for the engine is known, but a fan

built with the ncminal diameter indicated on the ourve may absorb as

muoh as @ mere or 10$ less power than Moated on the curve.

Plot 4 sham hGw the diameter cf the ~nlet affects the power absorbed

by tha fen and the speed ratio. Curve E shows that tha poser absorbed

by the fan with outlet open vsries nearly directly as tae inlat dj.smeter,
.,.

and cmve G shows that the power absorbed with the outlet closed remains

constant until the inlet diametar beccmes greater than the inside diam-

eter of the blades, when it increases., Ths ratio of any two ordinates

m the curve gives the powm ratio, whioh is the cube of the speed ratio,

and the speed ratio is plotted as curve K to the same nmnaricd soale as

the horsepower curves. Cuxve

rD (where D is fan diameter),

makes the Met dienmter just

K shows that if the diameter of inlet is

the bsst

equal to

value for r is about 1/2, which

the inside diameter of the fan
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blades. It might be possible to get a greater speed ratio if the blades

were made oblong insteaa of s@.utre@with the axial length greater than

the radial depth,

Theoretical arx imathematicalconsiderati~n, which need not be ex-

plained here in detail, have been developad to show:

(1) hp =k#D5 with proportional dimensions.

(2). IIIthe empirical equation fcr he&5 resistance in rectilinear

2’air flow, F = ku$v , where F = force, of head resistance, u=

density of air, S = area expoeed to air flow, and v = air

velocity$ the oonstant k for tk.ssetests, assming the resi8t-

ing torque of tha fan

of the flat plate fan

value as corrected by

to be due only

blades, agrees

Duchemin.

to the air resistance

within 2@ with Eiffells

(3) In the empirical eqyation for skin friction in rectilinear

air flowl F = kuSv2, where F = force of skin friction

and the other synboltiare the seineas before, the oonstant

k was calculated from the runs with the fan outlet closed

on the assumption that the entire resistance.to the motion

of the fan was due to the skin friction of the cylindar of

air on the housing. This constant wa~ of the same order

msgnitude as that given by Zahm for rectilinear air flow,

past a =oot.h board.

of

(4) Equations are given in items 4, 5, and 6 of the bibliography

for pre~eterrniningthe performance of fans frcm their dimen-

sions. While eaoh of these equatioas was probably true for

the

has

particular conditions under which the tests”weremade, it

already been pointed out that no equation whioh does not
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COIISiciel? air dgns~ty .gnd fan enviy?o~ent as well as fan

dimensions can be generaUy true within less than 2($.

Tb.econclusions of this investigation are, briefly:

(1) A fan brake oan he mada to give a power ratio of 5 to 1

or speed ratio of 1.7 to 1, by means of a variable shuttered

how-ing,

(Z!] pe??formance of a fan brake of the same proportions as the

one testsd but of different diameter can be predetermined to

about 20% (ie, ~ I@ from nominal} ~ means of the curves

given. For accurate work a means of measuring torque mnst

be used in eonjmction with the fan brske.

,
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